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INTRODUCTION

*Photo Credits: Javier Auris

On December 21st - 2017, during the winter solstice, myself and 
a group of my closest friends and myself attempted to bring a 
sunflower incursion into the city of Oslo as a metaphorical action. 
They were instructed to carry a sunflower, placing it on the empty 
seat next to him/her in whatever public transport they regularly 
use and abandon it to its fate. Each sunflower had a tag #tracing-
yellow attached to it that served as a social media strategy to try 
to trace back the story behind each one of these sunflowers and 
its ultimate destiny.

For this project the sunflower carries cultural and symbolic asso-
ciations such as brightness, warmth, and kindness. It’s also one 
of the plants that have migrated extensively in the course of time 
-having its origin in Peru- it is an organism in continuous motion 
over time. With this in mind, I made an attempt to draw a parallel 
in relation to our contemporary dynamics, the constant move-
ment of our public life and the global migration phenomenon. 
Performing this action during the midwinter constituted, among 
other things, a symbolic gesture to ‘light up’ our common exis-
tence in a day with the shortest period of daylight and the longest 
night of the year. “…like a light in the midst of the darkness” as 
Van Gogh said, this project also recalls the painter’s perspective 
of ‘yellow’. For this project Yellow works as a symbolic sphere of 
togetherness from a cultural-specificity perspective.

In this project, the sunflower is inexorably attached to a gesture 
of human togetherness, and how the aleatory encounter with this 
live organism may trigger different social reactions. First and fore-
most, I wanted to draw attention to the ‘sit next to’, as a different 
way to look at the void but also at the body next to us. Using the 
sunflower as a social bait and as a symbolic representational 
dimension of the other. The project is an attempt to rise our own 
awareness and acknowledgement of the stranger and the space 
we occupy and/or un-occupy in everyday situations.

Before going further into detail I want you to come with me in a 
journey through the origins of “Sunflower Wisp“, and the hun-
ting of wild colors on the safari adventure “Tracing Yellow” that I 
myself embarked on.
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In November 2017 I took part in the PRAKSIS artist in residency 
programme “Curating the Social, meet me at the empty centre” 
organized in collaboration with the Norwegian Association
of Curators and lead by the independent curator 
Natasha Marie Llorens.

At the beginning of the residency we took part in a day long 
activity called “Meet the residents”. Each one of the residents had 
the chance to present themselves and their art practice. As part 
of my own introduction I decided to invite the audience and my 
colleagues for a short walk from the PRAKSIS residency space 
to Kontraskjæret Park. Before leaving the room, I asked them to 
try to engage in a conversation with a stranger in that very same 
room whom they had not met yet. In order to briefly get to know 
that person before start walking together to the park.        
 
When we arrived, I instructed the participants to sit in a circle. I 
placed the sunflower over a cushion in the center of the circle. I 
started walking around the outer edge of the circle while reading 
a poem that I wrote:

“Sometimes I like to be in motion, to be transported, to walk, to listen 
–most of the time to my own steps- but what I like most is to lose 
myself in the city and into my thoughts. It is a way to be aware about 
myself within my everyday life. It shows me that I’m not numb by 
the problems, the stress or any negative thoughts that want to take 
possession of my body and my mind. 

When I walk down the street I see people, I observe them - although 
surely they might think I’m a weirdo - I like to recognize the different 
gestures among human beings: The way of walking, the color of the 
eyes, the different looks, the stature, the body language, etc. Some-
how this helps me to recognize myself, my own habits, traditions, my 
own particular gestures and mainly my attitude upon life. When I 
don’t use my feet I usually walk on wheels, I take the bus to go from 
one side of the city to another. Probably looking for something…

TRACING YELLOW: 
Performative Walk

“Tracing Yellow” Performative Walk, Oslo -2017. Photo Credits: Charlotte Teyler
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I believe that “something” might be the yellow, yes, the color. Oslo is 
dark, white and/or green depending on the season, although on times 
it’s also yellow, is just not the yellow tone I used to feel in the streets 
of Lima. When it comes to yellow I really don’t know where to find it. I 
have no clue for where I can find it, it just happens. I believe I related 
it with temperature, togetherness, goodness, empathy and light. I 
miss that –my yellow-, I’m rather now tracing someone else’s yellow. 

Van Gogh loved yellow, he also loved the sunflowers as I do too. His 
landscapes were full of light and life. Not any kind of life or light, it 
was life reflected by the sunflower. As a kind of son of the sun that is 
among us on earth. The sunflower with its large eye observes the city, 
observes the people, is a voyeuristic organism. I truly believe it retains 
those memories on the move. Sometimes I imagine that the sunflower 
stores them –the memories- to later in its life transform it into seeds. 
Seeds that we then collect to eat or drink, we feed on sunflower seeds, 
we feed on yellow memories. 

I can’t stop thinking about a sunflower incursion in Oslo, sunflowers in 
motion. I wanted to plant a seed-question. What if we start looking at

Soon you are about to re-experience 
the project through the eyes of my friends, 
with brief and personal anecdotes that will 
try to give you some insight into their own 

experiences of the project.

strangers as if they were sunflowers? A source of kindness, spontaneity, heat 
and closeness. Why not allow ourselves to be surprised by the other? Let’s em-
brace the unfamiliar and unpredictable of our day 
to day. Let’s welcome the presence of the other…”

*Photo Credits: Charlotte Teyler

“I think that I still have it in my heart someday to paint a bookshop 
with the front yellow and pink in the evening...like a light in the midst 
of the darkness.” – Van Gogh
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When I walked around with the flower, everyone starred at me. 
Some people smiled, other people just thought that was strange 
to walk with a sunflower in this cold winter. I really felt closer to 
all strangers that I pass by. Everyone looked at the flower, so If I 
wanted I could just initiate a conversation with the flower voyeur 
(maybe starting by commenting the flower, for example: “It is a 
pretty flower, is it?”). My detachment experience to the flower 
happened in the bus. I was looking for a place where I could sit 
together with the flower at my side, but I didn’t put the flower at 
my side because i thought that could be very provocative to fill a 
sit with the flower (even with the bus half emptied), so I just did 
it in the last minutes of leaving the bus. When I put the flower on 
the seat, no one have mentioned anything or looked, but I pretty 
sure if someone enters in the bus, someone will grab it selfishly 
and take it to a new home”.

LUIS ROCHA
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VÍCTOR PAIAM

English:

Victor: I just left it. I didn’t take a picture of the sunflower in the bus, was too dark for it.
No one told me absolutely anything during my whole journey with the sunflower.
I felt so sad for leaving it there.
It was on the 37 bus to Helsfyr, in case you need that info.

Rodrigo: haha what a nice photo. 
(in reference to Victor’s selfie together with the sunflower)
Thanks bro! I owe you one. That was the hardest thing for you to do? 
The fact of letting it go?
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DARIA KOZLOVA
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NINA JOHANNE KROGH

“ How wonderful yellow is! Ir stands for the sun.”
– Van Gogh
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ANNETTE PFEFFER 
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MARIE SKEIE & 
HABBASH MOTAZ
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CHRISTINA NILSENG
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LEONIE GÖRLITZ NO RECORD.

“I find comfort in contemplating the sunflowers.”
 – Van Gogh
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MAÏNA JONER

I get on the tram, find the perfect spot and take the seat I was 
aiming for.
Everything is going according to plan.
I am an undercover special agent
And my accomplice is wrapped up, hidden, almost ready to be 
shown to the world.

Le tram est plutôt vide, et je me suis assise en face d’une 
vieille dame qui regarde par la fenêtre.
The tram is almost empty and I’m sitting in front of an old 
lady who’s looking out the window.
Elle me regarde du coin de l’oeil sans tourner la tete, 
bouge a peine

She looks at me for the corner of her eye, without turning her 
head, she barely moves
Moi je l’observe, aujourd’hui je le fais en ayant une raison

As for me, I observe her. Today I have a reason to observe
Mes yeux sont des cameras. My eyes are cameras
Peut être que c’est pour ca qu’elle ne nous regarde pas... 
Maybe that’s why she won’t look at us
J’ouvre très délicatement le paquet et dépose ma passagère 
clandestine très délicatement sur le
siège à ma droite
I open very delicately the package
and put my clandestine passenger very delicately on the seat 
on my right

Quelqu’un s’assois à coté de la vieille dame, c’est un homme 
dans la fin de cinquantaine.
Someone sits next to the lady, it’s a man in his late fifties.

Il s’assoit et voit la fleur, il a l’air surpris, curieux, il a l’air 
d’apprécier, il a l’air touché. Enfin je pense. Il me regarde. J’ai 
cru comprendre qu’il me demandait si elle était à moi. J’ai 
fais mine de ne pas savoir et j’ai mimé la vielle dame, je me 
suis tournée vers la fenêtre.
He sits and sees the flower, he seems surprised, curious, 
he appears to like it, he seems touched. In my opinion. 
Then he looks at me. I felt he was asking me if the flower was 
mine. I acted as if it was not, mimicked the lady and turned 
my head to the window.
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Il observe, ou meme contemple la fleur, absorbé. Et moi je 
l’observe lui, discrètement
He observes still, contemplating, absorbed. And I was observing 
him, discreetly.

NESTE STOPP : BISLETT
C’est là que je descend. Et c’est là que ma mission s’arrête. Je 
reste le plus longtemps possible, je
regarde la femme, je regarde l’homme, je regarde la fleur
Je me lève et je descend du tram.
Je me demande si l’homme a pris la plante
Ou peut être la dame
et j’imagine que personne ne l’a pris, jusqu’à la personne re-
sponsable du menage du tram la voit
et la prenne avec elle/lui, la mette dans un vase chez elle/lui en 
se disant qu’un inconnu lui a offert
une fleur.
This is where I go off. And this is when my mission endsI stay as 
long as possible, I watch the lady, I watch the man, they don’t 
suspect anything, I watch the flower, 
I stand up and leave the tram.

“A great fire burns within me, but no one stops to warm themselves at it, 
and passers-by only see a wisp of smoke.” – Van Gogh
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Photo Credits: 
Screenshot of an Instagram pic, «danfle96» and two of his 
friends 
found one of the sunflowers in a bus near Nationaltheatret. 

I’ve tried to bring on record «danfle96» to tell us his own 
version of that experience, however he never replied to my 
messages. 
 
*Traced by the #tracingyellow hashtag.



*Photo Credits: Javier Auris




